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In the theory of discrete analytic functions a convolution product is defined 
by Duffin and Duris in [l]. With respect to this convolution product 
Hayabara [2] developed an operational calculus on discrete analytic functions. 
That is, he considered the functions which are discrete analytic in the first 
quadrant of the discrete lattice plane and embedded this class of functions 
in a quotient structure. Elements of the quotient structure are called opera- 
tors. Hayabara then develops a theory analogous to the operational calculus 
of Mikusinski [3]. Let CIO, co) denote the set of real-valued functions 
continuous on the interval [0, co). Then Mikusinski [3] defines a mapping 
D : CIO, co) -+ CIO, co), where Df E CIO, co) is defined by Df (t) = - tf (t), 
for all t E [0, co). Thus the mapping corresponds to multiplication of a 
function by the function - t. The mapping D is called the algebraic derivative 
and satisfies 
D(f+d=Df+Dg, Wf*g>=g*Df-tf*Dg, 
where * denotes the continuous convolution product. The mapping D is 
extended to the quotient structure of operators by defining 
Df=g*Df-f*Dga 
g g*g 
Hayabara [2] does not develop an algebraic derivative for the discrete case. 
To define an algebraic derivative in the discrete case an operation which 
corresponds to multiplication by - ,a is needed. Just such an operation is 
given by Duflin [4]. In defining this operation on a function at the point z, 
it will be necessary for the function to be defined on the set of points 
{z,zfl,z+l+i,z+i,z-1+(x-l,z-1 --i,z---i,zfl -i}. 
* This work was performed while the author was at Texas Christian University 
and represents part of a dissertation submitted for partial fulfillment of the require- 
ments for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Mathematics. 
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Hayabara considers the functions discrete analytic in the first quadrant. It is 
clear that for x on the x-axis or y-axis such a function is not defined at all 
of the above points. Because of this we will consider functions defined on the 
entire discrete plane. 
QUOTIENT STRUCTURE 
The set of all functions which are entire discrete analytic; i.e., discrete 
analytic on every square of the Gaussian plane, will be denoted by A(D). 
Consider the convolution product 
f*&> = /:fb - t) :A4 St 
as defined by Duffin and Duris [l]. A quotient structure can be developed 
on A(D) similar to the development of Hayabara. The following is a develop- 
ment of a quotient structure obtained on A(D). The proofs of most statements 
are omitted since they are slight modifications of Hayabara’s proofs [2]. 
The mean of the function f E A(D) on the x-axis and y-axis is defined, 
respectively, by 
Am, 0) = B Ilfh 0) +f(m - 1, WI, 
J(O, 4 = t if@, 4 +f(O, m - l)l, 
when m > 1 and 
Am, 0) = 6 [f(m, 0) +f(m + 1, O)l, 
f&l 4 = t [f(O, ml +f(O, m + 111, 
when m < - 1. We shall classify functions in A(D) according to where the 
mean of the function on the axes is zero. We associate the index 1 with the 
positive real axis, the index 2 with the positive imaginary axis, the index 3 
with the negative real axis, and the index 4 with the negative imaginary axis. 
The letter A subscripted with any combination of the indices 1, 2, 3, or 4 
denotes those functions in A(D) whose mean is nonzero at some point on each 
axes appearing in the subscript and zero on each axes not appearing in the 
subscript. Thus, for example, A,, = (,f E A(D) : there exists a positive inte- 
ger p and a negative integer 4 such that j(p, 0) # 0 and j(0, q) # 0; also, 
J(n,O) = 0 f or a 11 g t ne a ive integers andj(0, n) = 0 for all positive integers}. 
Thus f E A,, implies that its mean is non-zero somewhere on the positive 
x-axis and on the negative y-axis, and that its mean is zero on the positive 
y-axis and on the negative x-axis. A, will denote those functions in A(D) 
whose means are everywhere zero. If the class to which f belongs and the class 
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to which g belongs are specified, then it is not difficult to determine to which 
class the convolution product f * g belongs. Table 1 summarizes these 
results. The class of functions A,,,, is of particular interest and we adopt 
the shorter notation A,,, = B. From Duffin and Duris [l] it is known that 
A(D) is a commutative ring with respect to usual addition and convolutional 
multiplication. A quotient structure can now be constructed just as was done 
by Hayabara [2]. 
TABLE 1. f *g 
f 
\ k! Ao AI A, -4, Ao Aa A,, Au A,, Aso Asa Am Am, Am 434 AI,,, 
A0 000000 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 
A, 0 Al 0 0 0 A, A, A, 0 0 0 A, A, A, 0 A, 
4 0 0 AZ0 0 A, 0 0 A2 A, 0 Aa Aa 0 A, A, 
A3 0 0 0 A3 0 0 A, 0 A, 0 A3 A, 0 A3 A, A, 
4 0 0 0 0 A,0 0 A, 0 A, A, 0 A, Aa A, A, 
A** 0 AI Aa 0 0 Aa A, A, 4 4 0 A,, An A, A, Ala 
A,, 0 A, 0 A, 0 AI 4, AI -4 0 A, AIS A, AI, A, A,, 
A,, 0 A, 0 0 A4 A, A, A14 0 Aa A, AI A,, Au 4 A,, 
A23 0 0 A2 A, 0 A2 A, 0 4, Az 4 4, A, A, -4, A,, 
44 0 0 A2 0 A4 A, 0 -4s Az 4, 4 A, & A, & A,, 
44 0 0 0 4 4 0 A, 4 As 4 Asa A, 4 44 &a A,, 
A 123 0 A, A, A, 0 AI, A,, A, 43 A, A, Am Au A,, Am A,,, 
A CM 0 A, A, 0 Aa Au A, A,, A, 4, 4 AI, A,,, Au Aar A,,, 
A mrl 0 A, 0 4 4 A, 4, A,, A, Aa Aa AIS AI& Am 44 A,,, 
A 234 0 0 4 A, 4 As A, A, -‘La Aar 4, 43 A,, AIP A,,, &a 
A 1134 0 A, 4 A, A, A,, A,, AM A,, Azr 4, Am AI,, Am Aatr A,,,1 
Consider the set of all ordered pairs (a, b), where a E A(D) and 6 E B. 
Two ordered pairs (a, b) and (c, d) are said to be equivalent if and only if 
a * d = c * b. It can be shown that this defines an equivalence relation on 
the set of all ordered pairs (a, b) where a E A(D) and b E B. The equivalence 
class generated by a pair (a, b) will be denoted u/6, and is called an operator. 
The set of all such operators will be denoted Op. 
Addition and multiplication of operators are defined by: 
g++ u*d+bcc u c ucc -.-=-* 
b*d’ bd b*d 
It is clear from Table 1 that b * d E B; hence, the set of operators is close 
under addition and multiplication. The set 0~ is a commutative ring with 
respect to the above addition and multiplication operations. Suppose 
a E A(D). Then we can identify the function a E A(D) with the operator 
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a * k/K, where k E B. The operator a * K/k is the same regardless of our 
choice of k E B; i.e., it can be shown for any k, q E B that a * k/k = a * q/q. 
In this sense the structure A(D) is embedded in the structure Op. Throughout 
the rest of this article if a E A(D) and then reference is made to the operator a, 
it will be understood that the operator a is just a * k/k where k E B. 
EXAMPLES OF OPERATORS 
The following examples of operators were obtained by Hayabara [2]. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the function e E B satisfying ~((m, 0) = 2(- l)m+l 
and ~(0, m) = 2/i (- l)m+l, where m is any nonzero integer. The function e 
is determined once the value e(0, 0) is specified. It is a straight forward 
calculation to show that 
e*k=k, for kEA(D) and k(0, 0) = 0. 
This function is identified with the operator e x k/k, where k E B. Note 
that e * k/k = k/k if k(0, 0) = 0. Since the operator e * k/k is independent 
of the particular k E B, we can certainly choose k E B such that k(0, 0) = 0. 
Further, it is noted that k/k is the identity operator since 
a k a*k a -- 
b k =brk=-F 
Thus the identity operator k/k will be denoted e, since the function e E B 
is identified with the operator k/k. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 01 be a complex number and a E B. The operator orala 
is called a numerical operator, where ala denotes the usual scalar multiple of 
the function a E B. It can be shown that CM/U = d/b if a, b E B. Thus the 
operator cYa/a is uniquely determined by 01. Hence the numerical operator 
w/a will be denoted by 01. If 01 = 0 the numerical operator O/f, where f E B, 
satisfies 
;+a= O*k+h*f h*f h 
k*f =K*f=k’ 
for any operator h/k. Therefore, 0 = O/f is the zero operator. 
EXAMPLE 3. The constant function identically equal to 1, denoted by 1, 
is an element of B, and ifF(z) = J:f(t) St then 
1 *f/f =Flf, 
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for any f E B. The operator so associated with the constant function 1 will be 
denoted k’, and will be called the integral operator; i.e., 
e-- 1 *f 
f' 
for any f E B. 
It can be shown that e is uniquely determined by the constant function 1. 
EXAMPLE 4. The convolutional inverse of the integral operator G is called 
the derivative operator and is denoted s. Then 
f 
S=l*fy 
for any f E B. 
Since f E B and 1 E B Table 1 implies 1 *f E B. Thus the integral operator 
does have an inverse. 
DISCRETE ANGEBRAIC DERIVATIVE 
A discrete algebraic derivative can now be defined on the structure A(D). 
Let x = z,, be a point in the discrete lattice plane. Index the points surround- 
ing a,, as shown in Fig. 1. 
FIG. 1. 
This is called the spiral coordinate notation. Also, introduce the notation 
f (zi) = fi . Now, let f E A(D) and define 
and 
Sfo = 4fo + 2f* + 2f3 + 2f5 + 2f7 +fi +f4 +fs ffs 
Tfo =fi -f4 i-fa -fs. 
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Finally, define 
where z,, denotes the complex conjugate of z,, . Duffin [4] shows that if 
f E A(D), then Zf E A(D). Th ere ore, f 2 is a mapping from A(D) into A(D). 
An important property of the mapping 2 is that 
where z(n) is the nth pseudo power of z, and is defined recursively by 
Duffin [4] as follows: 
do)(z) = 1, for all z, 
X(~)(Z) = n j: z(+l)(t) St, for all x and n = 1, 2,... . 
It is known that z(*) E A(D) for n = 0, 1,2,... . Thus the application of the 
operator 2 is analogous to multiplication by x. Furthermore, Duffin and 
Duris [l] proved that 
z(m) x(m) X(n+m+l) 
-*-= 
n! m! (n + m + l)! ’ 
The algebraic derivative of a function f E A(D) is now defined to be the 
function - Z~E A(D). Rephrasing this the algebraic derivative D is the 
mapping 
D : A(D) -+ A(D), 
defined by Df = - Zf. It is easy to show that D is a linear mapping; i.e., 
Dkf + fig) = 01 Df + B Dg, (1) 
where 01 and /3 are complex numbers and f, g E A(D). We may show further 
that 
D(f*g)=f*Dg+g*Df. (2) 
First, note that, in order to prove (2) it is sufficient to prove (2) with D 
replaced by Z, since D = - Z and h * (- K) = - (h * K) for all h, k E A(D). 
Iff and g are pseudo powers of .z then 
.z(z(~) * z tm)) = n!m!Z Z.L$ * $ 
Z(n+m+l) 
= n!m!Z (n + m + l)! 
n!m! 
= (n + m + l)! .dn+m+2). 
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AlSO, 
z(“) * ZZW) + +z) * Zzbn) = +s) * x(“+l) + #) * .&m+l) 
= m!(n + l)! 
.+n) &n+l) 
m!*(n 
x(“) 
+ n!(m + l)! - * 
x(“+l) 
?Z! (m + I>! 
= m!(n + l)! 
.+n+n+2) 
(m + n + v 
+ n!(m + l)! Z(n+m+2) 
(a + m + 3 
n!m! 
= (m + n + l)! X(“+n+2). 
Thus 
q#.) * ,+n)) = Z(n) * ZZ(rn) + Zm) * &$I.), 
On any finite rectangular discrete domain E Duffin [4] proves that if f is 
discrete analytic on E then 
o+b 
fc4 = c c&z n+z - a), for all x E E, (3) 
n=o 
where OL is the lower left-hand corner of the rectangle and a and b are the 
lengths of the edges of the rectangle E. Thus z(O), x(l),..., ~(a+~) is a basis for 
the vector space of functions discrete analytic on E. Also, C. R. Deeter and 
D. L. Drennan [5] proved the following binomial expansion: 
Xyz - CY.) = i. (;) z-y- a) x’“‘(z). 
Thus (3) and (4) imply 
a+b 
f(z)= c C&yz -a) 
n=o 
(4) 
a+b 
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Now letf, g E A(D) and z, E D. Consider the rectangle E about z0 as shown 
in Fig. 1. It is possible to determine Zf(z,) if the values f(xi), i = 0, l,..., 8, 
are known. This is the reason for the choice of the rectangle E as in Fig. 1. 
We can write 
f(2) = i c,z(“)(z), 
n=o 
Then 
and g(2) = i 6,x(n)(2), 
T&=0 
for all 2 E E. 
f* id4 =[i. w(“) * go W)] (4 = go i. &rw”) * 2(“9 (4,
for all z E 2. Thus, from the linearity of the mapping 2 we have 
Z(f* g) (20) = z [i. >* cAz(~‘n’ * .(9] (20) 
4 4 
= E c c,b,Z(2(n) * 2qm) n-o m-o I] (20) 
= [i ; c,h& (a) * 22(m) + z(m) * 22(n)) (z*) 
n=o m-0 1 
= [-j. ,,cn)] * [i. b,ZzW] (5) 
+ [i. c,J+)] * [i bm+)] (20) 
m=o 
= ( f * Zg) (20) +w * d (ab)* 
This proves the equality (2). 
The mapping D will be called the discrete algebraic derivative. It is easy 
to extend D to the quotient structure, Op, of operators. If f/g E Op we define 
Df= g*W-f*Dg. 
g g*g 
If g E B then g * g E B; therefore, D( f/g) d oes belong to Op. It is a straight- 
forward calculation to show that for operators a, b E Op 
D(a + b) = Da + 06, D(ub)=aDb+bDcz. 
As a mapping from Op into Op, D is also called the discrete algebraic derivative. 
1 
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THEOREM. For any numerical operator ~1, Dar = 0. 
PROOF. The numerical operator 01 can be written as OL = oil/ 1 = a/l since 
E B. Hence 
Dor=Dz= l*Dol---0rDl 
1 l*l 
= a(1 * Dl) - a(1 t 01) 
l*l 
O 0 
=iTl= - 
If a! is a constant and q = f/g is an operator, then aq is the operator afIg, 
where elf is the scalar multiple of the function f by 01. 
THEOREM DP = nsn-l 9 wkere s is the derivative operator, n is any 
positive integer, and So is taken to be the numerical operator 1. 
PROOF. The operator s can be expressed as s = l/l * 1. Therefore, 
Ds=D$= 
- ,p * @ + z(O) * .$2) 
+I * z(l) 
- g! + 2! g 
= &S) -- 1 
3! 
- ,@I 
6 
1 E-z 
1 la 
Assume that Dscn) = n.?-l. Then 
DF+’ = D(Ps) = s DP + sn Ds = n&-l + snl = nsn + P = (n + 1) sn. 
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